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Abstract
The corrugated steel web of prestressed concrete box-girder with corrugated steel webs is in pure shear stress
state. The shear-resistant capacity of the corrugated steel web is not determined by the shear strength of steel
web, but controlled by the shear buckling strength of steel web. The shear buckling mode and ultimate shear
capacity of corrugated steel webs are analyzed by nonlinear finite elements method. The corrugated webs are
simulated by 8-node structure shell element. The simulation was done for the defect of corrugated steel web with
uniform imperfections mode method, and the defects were included in the material nonlinearity and geometric
nonlinearity. On this basis, the influences of corrugation configuration, the overall profile dimensions and steel
thickness of corrugated webs on ultimate shear buckling load and buckling mode are investigated.
Keywords: bridge engineering, corrugated steel webs, shear buckling, nonlinear, influencing factor
1. Introduction
Bridge with corrugated steel webs is a kind of composite-structure of steel and concrete using the corrugated
steel webs instead of concrete webs for conventional prestressed concrete box girders. This structure is
characterized by reduction of dead weight of main girder, improvement of prestressed efficiency of concrete
girder and reduction of on-site work and construction cost. Because of its fast construction, light weight, good
ability of span, aesthetic appearance etc, prestressed concrete composite box-girder bridge with corrugated steel
webs become more and more popular recent years. Since its appearance, this bridge was investigated and widely
used in France, Japanese etc. However, as the theoretical research progressed, prestressed concrete composite
box-girder bridge with corrugated steel webs shows a good tendency of development and variable cross-section
and large span are adopted gradually in its application.
The composite box girder with corrugated steel webs is a new structure applying external prestressing technique
to bridge construction. Compared with normal concrete box girder bridges, in addition to completely avoid the
web cracking, this structure has many other advantages, such as force definite, lighter weight, beautiful
appearance, and convenient for construction. It is expected that this structure will be strongly promoted and
widely used for engineering practice. When the composite box girder with corrugated steel webs bears load, the
corrugated steel webs are almost in pure shear stress state. Generally speaking, the design of the composite box
girder with corrugated steel webs is mainly controlled by shear buckling failure, so its shear buckling
performance is extensively studied. Therefore, how to determine buckling mode and buckling load of the
corrugated steel web in shear loads is an essential issue in the study of such structures.
Analysis of corrugated steel web to ultimate shear buckling load and buckling mode with the linear theory of
small deflection just gets the branch points of buckling load. The elastic branch points of corrugated steel webs
can be obtained by buckling analysis of ideal structures, while the actual structure inevitably exists initial defects,
and such defects may induce corrugated steel webs to shift from the ideal branch points of buckling modes to the
extreme branch points of buckling modes. It is clearly that the linear theory of small deflection unable to
consider the impact of the structure of the initial geometric imperfections, but also unable to consider the impact
of the material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity, and cannot describe the load and the displacement of the
structure in the whole process performance. From this perspective, in order to more realistically reflect the actual
structure stress state, the only way to analyze the structure is to use the nonlinear theory of large deflection,
considering the material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity in the whole process.
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In this papper, the influennces of differeent factors, succh as the web thickness, thee corrugation aangle, the wid
dth of
horizontal plate, the corrrugation depthh and the heigght of the corrrugated steel w
web, etc, on tthe nonlinear shear
buckling pproperty of coorrugated steell web are studdied by finite element analysis. And inittial deformatio
on of
corrugatedd steel web is considered
c
in tthe finite elemeent model. It w
will be the innoovations of this paper.
2. Finite E
Element Modeel
In this papper, the eight-nnode thin-shelll element of A
ANSYS was ussed to simulatee the corrugateed steel webs. Each
node in thhe unit has sixx degrees of fr
freedom. A typpical finite eleement model iis shown in Figure 1. In solving
nonlinear equations, arcc length methood is adopted in the finite eelement modell. In addition, it should mak
ke an
investigatiion on the chooice of elemennt meshes. Thrrough extensivve analysis, finnite element m
model of this paper
p
can sufficiiently ensure thhe accuracy off the purpose oof this study.

Figure 1. Fiinite Element m
model
The finite element moddel considers tthe impact of structural deffects in the iniitial geometryy and considerrs the
n
annd geometric nonlinearity. O
On the basis oof it, the studyy was done on
n the
impact of the material nonlinearity
influences of corrugationn configurationn and the overrall profile dim
mensions of thee corrugated w
web on the ultiimate
shear buckkling bearing capacity of tthe corrugatedd web and buuckling mode for providingg the referenc
ce to
calculationn of the similarr bridge.
In the couurse of the acctual stress staate, corrugatedd steel webs will exist ineevitably certainn degree of initial
deformatioon. Namely coorrugated steell webs show iincomplete rulle waveform sshape. Such innitial imperfec
ctions
can be callled the wave size
s imperfections. The corruugation configuuration imperffections are sim
mulated by uniiform
imperfections mode meethod. The firrst buckling m
mode of the structure is ddetermined byy solving buckling
eigenvaluee of the struccture. Accordinng to the firsst buckling m
mode of the sttructure, the ddeformation of the
structure w
will be in a staate of the low
west special pootential energyy. Therefore, inn the initial staage of loading
g, the
actual struucture exists a deformation teendency in acccordance with the first buckkling mode. Yoou can imagine
e that
if the imperfection patteern of the struucture coincideed with the strructure of the first bucklingg mode, which
h will
undoubteddly have the most
m adverse im
mpact on the m
mechanical behhavior of the sttructure. Thereefore, in this paper,
p
distribution of the initiall defects of thee structure is ssimulated by thhe first bucklinng mode of thhe perfect struc
cture.
And then the first buckkling mode w
which is multipplied by a ceertain proportioonal coefficient is added to
o the
structure. IIn this paper, the
t proportionaal coefficient oof the finite eleement model iss 0.017.
3. Influencing Factors of
o the Shear C
Capacity and Parametric A
Analysis
p this
The ultimaate shear buckkling load and buckling modde may be inflluenced by maany factors. Inn order to keep
paper morre concise, we shall pay attention on the innfluences of thhe parameters in geometry aaspect. In all of
o the
following models, the leength of steel w
webs remain uunchanged (L=
=11.82 m). Thee geometric paarameters are listed
l
below (it is illustrated byy Figure 2):
1) the webb thickness (t);
2) the widtth of horizontaal plate (b);
3) the corrrugation depth (hf);
4) the corrrugation angle (θ);
5) the heigght of the corruugated steel weeb (H).
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Figuree 2. Corrugatioon Configuratiion parameterss
3.1 Impactt of the Web Thhickness (t)
To investiggate the influeence of the weeb thickness onn the ultimatee shear bucklinng load, six girders with the web
thickness t = 6mm, 8mm
m, 10mm, 12m
mm, 14mm andd 16mm are taaken into accoount. Other geoometric param
meters
remain unnchanged. Ultim
mate shear buuckling load w
with different w
web thicknessees are listed inn Table 1. Ultiimate
shear buckkling load variaation with thiccknesses is shoown in Figure 33.
Table 1. U
Ultimate shear buckling
b
load w
with different web thicknessses
Num
mber
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6

b/mm
m

430

d/mm

550

hf/mm

326.6

θ/(°)

30.7

H/mm

tt/mm

Buuckling load
(Puu/kN)

5000

6
8
110
112
114
116

1557.27
2009.43
2662.76
3220.78
3884.32
4556.46

Figurre 3. Bucklingg load variationn with thicknessses of corrugaated steel web
It is obserrved in Figuree 3 that when the web thickkness increasees, the ultimatte shear bucklling load mark
kedly
increases. According to the elastic buuckling theory,
y, the ultimate shear bucklinng load is propportional to the 3th
power of the web thickkness. Howeveer, consideringg the material nonlinearity aand geometricc nonlinearity, it is
obtained thhat the ultimatte shear bucklinng load do nott raise in propoortional to the 3th power of tthe web thickn
ness.
3.2 Impactt of Horizontall Plate Width ((b)
To investiigate the influuence of horizzontal plate w
width on the uultimate shear buckling loadd, six girders with
horizontal plate width b = 330 mm, 3380 mm, 430 m
mm, 480 mm, 530 mm and 630 mm are ttaken into account.
Other geom
metric parameeters remain unnchanged. Ultiimate shear buuckling load w
with different w
widths of horizontal
plate are llisted in Tablee 2. Ultimate sshear bucklingg load variatioon with widthss of horizontall plate is show
wn in
Figure 4.
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Table 2. U
Ultimate shear buckling
b
load w
with different widths of horiizontal plate
d/mm

b/mm
m

B1

330

2770.56

B2

380

2777.02

B3

430

B4

480

B5

530

2449.02

B6

630

2222.45

550

hf /mm

326.6

θ/(°)

30.7

H/mm

5000

tt/mm

Buuckling load
(Puu/kN)

Num
mber

110

2662.76
2667.00

Figure 4. Buckkling load variiation with widdths of horizonntal plate
w
Overall, itt can be seen in Figure 4 tthat the ultimaate shear buckkling load deccreases as horiizontal plate width
reduces. Itt is observed that
t
when horiizontal plate w
width increasees, the range oof buckling defformation decrease
and corruggated steel weeb changes grradually from global buckliing to local buuckling. Local buckling app
pears
markedly when the widtth of horizontaal plate b=6300 mm. Therefoore, it can be sseen that the w
width of horizontal
plate has ssmall influence over the ultiimate shear buuckling load. A
And in order tto make Locall buckling does not
appear, thee width of horiizontal plate shhould not be tooo large.
3.3 Impactt of the Corruggation Depth ((hf)
To investiggate the influeence of the coorrugation deppth on the ultim
mate shear buuckling load, ssix girders with
h the
corrugation depth hf =2337.5 mm, 267.22 mm, 296.9 m
mm, 326.6 mm
m, 356.3 mm aand 385.9 mm taken into account.
Other geom
metric parameeters remain unnchanged. Ulttimate shear buckling load w
with different corrugation de
epths
are listed iin Table 3. Ultiimate shear buuckling load vaariation with thhe corrugation depths is show
wn in Figure 5.
Table 3. U
Ultimate shear buckling
b
load w
with different corrugation deepths
Num
mber
HF11
HF22
HF33
HF44
HF55
HF66

b/mm
m

d/mm

hf /mm

430

400
450
500
550
600
650

237.5
267.2
296.9
326.6
356.3
385.9

θ/(°)

30.7

226

H/mm

5000

tt/mm

Buuckling load
(Puu/kN)

110

4555.63
3665.37
3225.71
2662.76
2337.19
1996.04
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Figure 5. Buuckling load vaariation with thhe corrugation depths
It is presennted in Figure 5 that when thhe corrugationn depth increasses, the ultimatte shear buckling load decre
eases.
When the corrugation depth
d
changes from 237.5 m
mm to 267.2 m
mm, the ultimaate shear bucklling load decre
eases
rapidly. W
Whereas, when the corrugatioon depth changges from 267.22 mm to 385.9 mm, the ultim
mate shear buckling
load decreeases slowly. It
I is also obseerved that as tthe corrugationn depth increaases, the widtth of inclined plate
increases aand the effect of local bucklling is more prronounced. W
When the corruggation depth iss kept constant, the
value of tthe corrugationn depth shoulld be determinned by the width of horizoontal plate andd the width of the
inclined pllate should be less than the w
width of horizoontal plate.
3.4 Impactt of the Corruggation Angle (θθ)
To investiggate the influeence of the coorrugation anggle on the ultim
mate shear buuckling load, six girders with
h the
corrugation angle θ=30.77°, 40°, 45°, 50°, 55° and 600° are taken intto account. Otther geometric parameters remain
unchangedd. Ultimate sheear buckling looad with diffeerent corrugation angles are listed in Tablee 4. Ultimate shear
buckling looad variation with
w the corruggation angles iis shown in Figgure 6.
Table 4. U
Ultimate shear buckling
b
load w
with different corrugation anngles
Num
mber
TH11
TH22
TH33
TH44
TH55
TH66

b/mm
m

d/mm

hf /mm

θ/(°)

430

550
490
452.3
411.2
366.9
319.8

326.6
411.2
452.3
490
524
553.9

30.7
40
45
50
55
60

H/mm

5000

tt/mm

Buuckling load
(Puu/kN)

110

2662.76
2663.68
2663.97
2664.18
2664.32
2664.47

Figure 6. Buuckling load vaariation with thhe corrugationn angles
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It is presennted in Figuree 6 that when tthe corrugationn angle increaases, the ultimaate shear buckkling load incre
eases
slightly. Itt can be easilly known thatt the corrugatiion depth raisses as the anggle of the corrrugation incre
eases.
Whereas, tthe ultimate shhear buckling lload does not decrease as the depth of the corrugation raaises. The reasson is
that the wiidth of the incllined plate is kkept constant. IIn Figure 5, thhe ultimate sheear buckling looad decreases as
a the
corrugation depth increaases. The root cause is the inncrease of the inclined platee width which the increase of
o the
corrugation depth cause..
3.5 Impactt of the Corruggated Steel Weeb Height (H)
To investiggate the influeence of the corrugated steel web height onn the ultimatee shear bucklinng load, six girders
with the coorrugation steeel web height H = 3000 mm,, 4000 mm, 50000 mm, 6000 mm, 7000 mm
m and 8000 mm
m are
taken into account. Otheer geometric pparameters rem
main unchangeed. Ultimate shhear buckling load with diffferent
corrugatedd steel web heights
h
are listted in Table 5. Ultimate shhear bucklingg load variatioon with heigh
hts of
corrugatedd steel web is shown
s
in Figurre 7.
Table 5. U
Ultimate shear buckling
b
load w
with different corrugated steeel web heightss
Num
mber
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

b/mm
m

430

d/mm

550

hf /mm

326.6

θ/(°)

H/mm

30.7

3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000

tt/mm

Buuckling load
(Puu/kN)

110

2660.75
2661.32
2662.76
2664.07
2665.12
2665.50

Figgure 7. Bucklinng load variatiion with heightts of corrugateed steel web
It is presennted in Figuree 7 that when the height of corrugated steeel web increaases, the ultim
mate shear buckling
load increaases slightly. This
T is becausee the cross-secctional area, w
which increasess as the height of corrugated steel
web increaases, increasess. Accordinglyy, the ultimate shear bucklingg load increasees. It also can be seen that as
a the
height of ccorrugated steeel web increasses, the web w
will easily be inn a local bucklling mode. Too improve the value
v
of the ultim
mate shear bucckling load forr corrugated steeel web in relaatively height, the width of hhorizontal plate
e and
the width tthe inclined pllate should prooperly decreasee, or the corruggation angle shhould properlyy increase.
4. Conclussions
In this papper, the finite element moddel with corruugated steel weebs is built ussing ANSYS Parametric De
esign
Language (APDL). In thhe finite elemeent model, thee material nonlinearity, geom
metric nonlineaarity and struc
ctural
defects in the initial geoometry have beeen taken into account. Baseed on extensivee analysis, folllowing conclusions
are made:
1) When tthe web thicknness increases, the ultimate sshear bucklingg load significaantly increasess. Neverthelesss, the
ultimate shhear buckling load
l
do not keeep proportionaal relation withh the 3th poweer of the web thhickness.
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2) Overall, the ultimate shear buckling load of corrugated steel web decreases as horizontal plate width raises.
3) With the same corrugation angle and horizontal plate width, the ultimate shear buckling load of corrugated
steel web decreases as the corrugation depth increases. What’s more, when the depth of the corrugation raises,
the buckling mode in the nonlinear finite element model will change from global buckling mode to local
buckling mode.
4) As the corrugation angle increases, the ultimate shear buckling load of corrugated steel web is slightly
improved.
5) With the same the corrugated steel web width, the ultimate shear buckling load of corrugated steel web
increases slightly as the height of corrugated steel web increases.
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